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THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES

RENAISSANCE & REFORM IN
THE 11TH–13TH CENTURIES

11th CENTURY

Characterized by:
• Violence between warrior knights
• Tensions between church & state
• Fluctuating power

– Kings attempt to consolidate power
• From magnates
• From church
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Europe in 1100

CITIES

• ca. C10th, cities grow
• Better agriculture

– More crops, more surplus
– Growing populations

• Growth of trade & monetary economy
– Renewed role for markets
– Renewed interest in crafts and “luxuries”

• Rulers encouraged as administrative centers
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A medieval city charter

CHARTERED CITIES

• Rulers granted CHARTERS of Autonomy
– To elect representatives
– To enact local ordinances
– To set taxes, tariffs and other financial tolls
– To govern trade and crafts in the city
– To hold markets and fairs
– To maintain law and order

• The city as a body paid a set tax to the ruler
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The Medieval City
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CITIZENRY

COMMUNE
• The citizens of a chartered city

– Citizenry often all free men born in the city
– Commune could VOTE

GUILD
• Craftsmen or merchants of a city who

managed their particular trade within
that city
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Consequences

• Further growth of economy
& trade
– new urban class

• Gave monarchs:
– steady income
– men independent of

magnates
– environment for education

UNIVERSITIES

• European-style universities are unique
to the 11th century onwards:
– Bologna, 1088
– Paris, 1160
– Oxford, 1167
– Cambridge, 1204
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Characteristics

• “corporate” body protected by
CHARTER
– independent of city, lords or church officials
– self-governing

• established formal CURRICULA
• granted recognized DEGREES
• members ordained as minor clergy
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Consequences

“12th CENTURY RENAISSANCE”
• “Scholasticism”

– Philosophy: Peter Abelard, Thomas Aquinas
– Science: Robert Grossteste, Francis Bacon
– Literature: Walter Map, Chretien de Troyes
– History: 12th century English chroniclers

• Exacerbated tensions within the church and
between church & state
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CRISIS IN THE CHURCH

The medieval Church was NOT
a MONOLITH

Differences between:
• Secular vs Regular clergy
• Traditional vs reformed

monks
• Theologians vs Philosophers
• Within the secular clergy

Abelard vs Bernard
Reason vs Faith
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CHURCH REFORM

• ca 1000 onwards, especially GREGORY VII
• Reformed aspects of clerical life

New Orders of
– Monks: Cluniacs, Cistercians
– Friars: Dominicans, Franciscans

• Asserted primacy of Pope over
– secular rulers
– All other clergy

INVESTITURE

• Kings wanted to select senior clergy
– Powerful landowners
– Important officials

• “The Investiture Controversy”
– 1073–1185
– Holy Roman Emperor vs Pope Gregory VII
– Led to decades of war in Germany
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Further Crisis & a Conclusion?

• English Investiture Crisis
– 1103–07
– Henry I vs Pope & St. Anselm
– Concordat of London

• Limited what the king could demand of clergy
– less monks, more secular scholars in

administration
• Led to Concordat of Worms, 1122
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LAWLESS CLERGY

• Every clergyman
– Subject to Canon (church) law
– Immune to Civil laws, including Criminal
– Clergy unpunished for crimes

• Henry II vs Thomas Becket in England
– Henry asserted right to prosecute criminals
– Resulted in murder of Becket in 1071
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THE GREAT SCHISM

• Existing issues:
– Diverging practice: clerical celibacy, icons
– Diverging liturgy and language
– Theological arguments
– Squabbles over jurisdiction

• 1054 – Pope Leo IX reasserted PRIMACY
– Mutual EXCOMMUNICATIONS
– Both sides thought it’d be temporary!
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CONSEQUENCES

• Strengthened PAPACY
– Centralization of power to Rome
– Succession of strong, wealthy popes

• Increased LAY PIETY
– More interaction with clergy
– Increased visibility of church

• Continuing Tensions


